CHINA CHAIR™
The China Chair™ was designed by Hans J. Wegner, in 1944 and it stands out as the only solid wood
chair in the Fritz Hansen collection. Wegner found inspiration for this timeless classic in Chinese chairs
from the 17th and 18th Centuries. The China Chair epitomizes his lifelong quest to understand the nature
of wood and explore its possibilities. In Wegner’s modern interpretation of ancient Chinese chairs, he
unfolds his talent as a wood craftsman along with his flair for expressive and sculptural functionalism.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WOOD TYPES

Hans J. Wegner used several years perfecting the design of his China
Chair™. He has made various designs with the same aesthetics and visual
appearance but this version is the only one that went into production and
is still being produced. The original design was made out of cherry wood
and even though it has been made in different types of wood over time,
cherry is still used for producing the chair today.
The China Chair™ armchair comes in two types of solid wood: natural
cherry and black coloured ash. The chair has a reversible seat cushion,
upholstered in leather with leather buttons.

DESIGN

BLACK COLOURED ASH

CHERRY

Hans J. Wegner, 1944.

UPHOLSTERY
The seat cushion comes in the following leather types:
Leathers:
Classic, Elegance, Natural, Optical White, Rustic, Sense and White.

HANS J. WEGNER 1914-2007
Hans J. Wegner is a prominent cabinet-maker and furniture designer and
one of the principals of ’Danish Modern’. He is one of the Danish designers
who has achieved worldwide.
Wegner is a meticulous and admired craftsman and his furniture is
a combination of good, solid details rooted in the tradition of the
craftsmanship he highly regards.
Fritz Hansen has manufactured the China Chair since 1944 and in 2008
the China Chair was introduced in a new black variety.

VARIATIONS & DIMENSIONS

WARRANTY
A five-year warranty against manufacturing defects in standard products
(materials and workmanship). Wear, tear and damage to the product are
not covered under this warranty. Claims from end users under the guarantee
must be submitted to the vendor from whom the product was purchased.
All measurements are indicative.
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STANDARD WARRANTY:
5 years
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WE DISCLAIM ANY LIABILITY FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN THIS DOCUMENT

MY REPUBLIC EXTENDED WARRANTY:
20 years.
To obtain an extended warranty offered through My Republic the products should
be registered online. Go to www.fritzhansen.com/my-republic to register.

